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CHAP.L'ER - VII 

schools are primarily responsible for drilling the rules 

of grammar into their learners .• 'l'his is more so in the case of a 

foreign language. Since school-curricula still pay considerable 
. ' . ' 

attention to English grammar and usage, it may not be wholly 

irrelevant to look into the pedagogical responses 'to the. subject 

·~: of the present study·~ namely, the· English past perfective~ \!bat, -

then, .·this penultimate chapter attempts to do is to ·c;a,tch the 

glimpses of how school teachers approacl;l some oi t(le rather 

peculiar aspects of the past perfective. 

In order to make a survey of the pedagogical +esponses, 

questionnaires were sent to the teachers of English of twenty 

well known schoo+s iri India and abroad. Only ten of them responded 

to. the qu~ries sent. Admittedly, t~e n~er-may look too inade~ 

quate for a su+vey to· yie;Ld .good results; but this limitation. . . . . .. . . ~ . ... :. . . ·:· . . ' 

m~y ;~_Fl said to· have be.~cn consideraply compensated by .the valuable 

resp9n;:;es from such spl:lqo.ls as Etop <;;allege. and Harrow School 

of England and wesley College of south Australia. 

Each of these ten informants l.11as given a questionnaire 

containing .a •topic' f.ollowed by queries. we will, for the sake 

of cqnvenience, first mention the topic and then go on to recount 

and discuss all the pedagogical respons~s in respect of each of 

the. queries. 
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TOPIC : 

The Past Perfect : the 1 I?ast withiq._.J2ast.:!_ structures 

A. The patient died before the doctor came. 

B. The patient had died before the doctor carne. 

c. The patient died .before the doctor had come. 

D. The patient. had died before the doctor had come. 

QUERY l : 

Which of these four structures do you think the students 

should .. a<J.opt to ~ean that first the patient died and. ~ 

the doctor came? 

RESPONSES: 

Six informants, including Eton College;, are ·of the opinion 

that structure B should be adopted. Harrow School (Appendix

Jp(XJ:_I.I) and. vlesley College (Appendix xXxiV) have ticked off 

all· the four (A - aj structures, implying that all of. thiase 

. signify the same •. In a marginal note on the response to the 

query, Harrow School clarifies its stand by saying that the 

word 'before• 'defines the general sequence for aXl the four. 

Lagda High school {see AppendiX ·xLI) opts for both A and B 

in this regard, while non Bosco (Appendix XXXVIIOticks ·off 

only c. 

QUERY 2 J 

Are the students taught that A & B are identical in meaning? 
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RESfONSES: 

The responses of the informants to this query are highly 

disparate and sometimes self-contradictOry. For example, 

Harrow School says that A and B are not identical and thereby 

contradicts its Ol'rlD response to· Query 1. · Similar self-

contradiction-can be seen in the cases of I.oreto Day School,. 

St. John' a--Diocesan School, Calcutta Boys School, (Appendices 

XXXV - .XXXVII) - all of whom opine that A and B are iden-

tical although each of them ticks off only one of the four 

structures in responding to Query 1. 

Quite in keeping with their responses ~o Query 1 1 Eton 

College (Appendix XXXII:), ·st• Paul's:School (Appendix·XXXIX) 

and F .D. · Institution (Appe·ndix ·XL) do .no.t think that A &. B 

are identical. 'l'he schools which take A & B· to be identical 
,. ' ' . ' 

but do not invite self-contradiction are wes~ey coll~ge 

(Appendix XXXIV), Lagda High school (~ppendi~ XLI:), . and Don 

Bosco (Appendix .XXXV III)._ 

Query 3 : 

How \'lould you ·sh0\'11 to your students the difference, if any,, 

between A& B? 

RESPONSES : 

Eton College considers A . wrong and B correct because "_the 

patient_died before the doctor came -- and so the· first 
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verb.rnust be in the past perfect tense" (Appendix XXXII). 

Calcutta Boys School (Appendix XXXVli) sho1:rr~ a similar res

ponse in calling the difference •structura~• and then a¢ding 

that A is an 11 incorrect grammatical structure". Harrow school 

sees the difference "in terms of v iewpo~nt/perspective in 

time ~.which the statement is made; in term;;; of the. emph_asis 

on. degrees of separation b~tween tvJO events; in ;terms of 

other purposes {in context) and tenses of the speaker/writer" 

(Appendix XXXIII). 

.. 
Although ~'lesley .college cons.1.ders A & B identical in meaning, 

it goes on to speak .of the difference between the tw9 with 

the help of a. diagram (Appendix ~IV). The asterisks _in .. 

the diagram indicate that the difference pointed out is one 

of time-gap. 

Loreto pay school (Appendix XXXV) and Don_ Bosco school 

(Appendix·XXXVIII) view the difference between A_& Bas 

one owing to dj.fferent specifications of time-gap be~ween 

the two past events. The former is o£ the opinion that 11 the 

use o.f past perfect brings out the tirr~ difference mort;) 

clearly", while the latter speaks of the "Difference in 

time of death". These two schools thus echo what_ we~ley 

Collec;ge seeks to say diagrammatically and what Harrow school 

incluaes among .the possible reasons it gives for the· difference. 
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st. John's Diocesan school (Appendix XXXVI) see B as 

recording "the correct usage of the past perfect" and opines 

that "The use of the past perfect reiterates (stresses) that 

the first action had happened earlier than the second. ••• In -
short both 'A' and 'B' have the same meaning inC~ J 
'B' the fact· that the patient had died stresses that indeed 

happen C ~ J earlier" • vlhat, therefore, is iii\Plied here 

is that the past perfective emphasizes one of the two pas~ 

events. 

st. .Paul's School shows the difference between A and B by 

saying that "in ~B' the past.perfec;t .te11se .'had died' is 

used to describe an _action which. had beeo completed at ~o~ 

point in the pa~t time before another action commenced •••• " 

(Appendix XJCXIX). so, according :to this . re_sponse., the past 

perfective registers _the completion of the particular event 

concerned. 

Lagda High School does no:t. see. any ·difference between A and B 

on the ground that 1'Die¢i and had died imply the same point 

of time. Hence no difference should be made between these 

two structure~_.. (Appe_ndix XLI). 

. . . 

F·.D. Distitution says that "the categorical difference, 

however, cannot :Qe shown11
, although its response to Query 2is 

that A and B are ~ identical in meaning. 
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Query 4 :-

.Have the structures C & D ever been brought to the notice of 

the students? 

RESFONSES. : 

The strongest of the responses to this query comes probably 

from Eton College which says : 11 yes ·-but only to show why 

they 3 re wrong" (Appendix· JOOC.II). · In Harrow school these two 

structures have been- brought to the notice of the students 

11but not wi,th these ·distinctions;-· as a group of four" 

(Appendix XXXIII). A simple, • yes.• comes from Calcutta Boys 

(Appendix ·XXXVII), st •. paul's .school (Appendix XXXIX) and 

F.D.Institution (XL) while the.re$t of the schools under the 

survey has said simply 'no •. _ Ho\vever, the reason giv~n by 

wesley College for saying • no• is worth noting : 11Too 

confusing for ESL learners 1.11ho think Tense = time ! ~ I'm 

happy if they manage to grasp (a) & {b) n · (Appendix _XXXIV) • 

. QUERY S -a 

Have you ever noticed the structures C & D but considered 

them too complex for your students? 

RESPONSES a 

Informants who· do not regard structures ·C · and D as too 

complex are Eton College (AppendiX Xxxii) and St. 'Paul's 

school (Appendix XXXIX) and Harrow school (Appendix XXXIII). 



Wesley College (AppendiX XXXIV), St. John's Diocesan 

SC!"?ool,, Calcutta Boys School, Don Bqsco School (Appendices 

XXXVI - XXXVIII) and F.D. Institution (Appendix XL) are 

of the opinion that the structures. are too complex.. To 

Loreto Day sc_hoo1 (Append.i.Jc, XXXV) the question is not "one 

of ••complex.ity but inaccuracy0
', ,,.~bile Lagda High School 

(Append.i,x XLI) .. rc;marks iQ re$ponding to Query 6 that they 

have np acquain~ance with .strt~~ures c.and D. 

QUERY 6 : 
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If.you are already acquainted with the structures c & D, what 

in your opin~on.couid· they imply?· 

RESPONSES : 

sorr.e of the informants have labelled structures C & D as 

contradictory and ~~rong, -and in doing so they have often 
. . - . 

offered explanations. For exarr~le, Eton College has the 

following explanation: 

. c;:. ~s contrac:l;i.ctory, : "the doctor had come:Q impl:i.es that 

. that actiOI1 toqk pJ.ace before the patient died, but the 

sentence says the opposite. 

D. is wrong because the.two verbs imply that the two 

actions took place at the ·same time, which is riot 1r1hat 

the sentence means to say. 

(Appendix XXXII) 
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Loreto Day school (Appendix .XXXV_) regards both the structures 

as inaccurate and does not see any implication.- Calcu.tta 

Boys School {Appendix XXXVII) remains silent about structure 

c but comments that "structure D is grammatically incorrect" 

m11ing to the repetition of 'had'. Don Bosco school (Appendix 

XXXVIII) is quite of the same opinion as Calcutta Boys school. 

The response-of F.D. Institution is not very clear although 

it seems to· have· disapproved of the two structures: "Action 

of the verbs is in the past but one takes place earlier than 

the o·ther and the· indication to the reality is just the 

reverse". (Appendix XL/. 

" 

Taking contextuality largely into account, Harrow school 
. . ' 

finds the following implications of structures c and D : 

c~ That the doctor's arrival was not solely related t9 

the needs of this pat~ient but to other purposes (e.g. -. . . 

other patients) or to a greater span .of -time altogether. 

0r that the arrival constituted some event whose conse-

guences reached to incl~de this patient only as one 

EOssible part of his/her task. 

D •. This statement has remoter past within past structure. 

It seems appropriate for contexts where preceding 

senses have either ~aised possibilities that require 

emendation or where assumptions need rebuttal-_. 

(Appendix XXXIII) 



wesley College looks into the matters of coropletion and 

occurrence of the events recounted: 

c. Both actions in past are completed; sequence is 

denoted by ''before". some implication of judgement 

on the doctor's tardy arrival. 
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D. Both actions are past and completed; neutral attitude 

to both events. 

(Appendix XXXIV)· 

st. John's Diocesan school holds that inc and D, unlike 

in A and B, 

only the fact that the patient died belongs 

definitely to the past. All ~'ITe knot'! that it 

happened before the doctor had come. when the 

doctor ultimately came is not clearly expressed 

or whether he came at all~ 

(Appendix XXXVI) 

Lagda High school declares that they have no acquaintance 

with structure c and D but goes on to add that 11they seem 

to imply both A & B •• (Appendix XLI). 

QUERY 7 : 

What structure would you recommend to the students to cover 

a statement like ••the patient died but the doctor did not 

ultimately come ? 11 
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RESfONSES : 

It is interesting to note that in most of the responses to 

this query the structures recommended ~o not make use of the 

past perfective _at all. Instead, the past simple has been 

used throughout. what is more, conjunctions like 'and' and 

• but• are used instead of 1 before • to marl~ off the temporal 

relation between the two past events. Here is the structure 

recommended by Eton College : 11The patient died but the 

doctor never came" (Appendix XXXII). It is_ thus_quite clear 

that convenient paraphrases have been adopted and the 
-· - . - .. ~- . . . . . -~ .. 

simple past + before +past perfective C?~. past ,eer£ective + 

before + past perfective structure has been shun9ed -~ 

implying that the second event did not at all t~e place. 

A good variety of· paraphrase has been furnished by wesley 

College :· 

The patient'died without the benefit-of~ the_7 

doctor attending. 

The patient died .and the doctor never . arrived. The 

¢octor fail~ to attend his patient ~no subsequently 

Ciieq • 

. Death came. to .,the patient; £but/howeverJ the doctor 

didn't. 

(Appendix XXXIV) 
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Only in two responses the use of the past perfective is to 

be seen. While st. John° s Diocesan School (Appendix XXXVI) 

recommends "The patient had died but the doctor did not 
.. . 

come", Lagda High school (Appendix XLI) would like to 

recommend the structure B ("The patient had died before· the 

doctor came", grievously contradicting its own response 

to· Query 1. 

The only in£ormant· to see C or D as a possible structure is 

Harrow school .(Appendix XXXIII) whose tentative remark is 

t'l7orth .quoting : "If one has. to use "be_fore", t~n C. or D 

to·become possible, but without a s_ontext both of grammar 

and times this is very speculative". 

what the foregoing survey yields may be summed up in the 

fol.lowipg );)Oint~.: 

. (i). i'Jost.. of the .informants do not think that the simple 

~ast + before + simple past and ~st perfective + before + 

s~mele past structures are identical. 

(ii) only two informants . think that all the.: va,r iants {A. - D) 

imply the same prObably on the .ground that the word 

1before• is· enough for the implication. 

(iii) The. reas.ons given for the .difference between A and B 

as well a~ ~e irr~lications seen in C and D greatly 

vary. 



(iv) The whole responses can be evenly divided into two 

opposite grou.Ps as to the questions whether C and D 
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are. too complex .and whether these have ever been brought 

to the notice of the students. 

(v) Five (includ~ng·Eton College) of the ten schools surveyed 

·are of the opinion that c an,d D are wrong. Th.;ls is a . 

response that goes against Quirk et al (1985 : 1020); 

Declerck (1979b) and Jespersen (1924 :- 266) - all· of 

whom· have tried to see some irnp.licatio~ or other in 

·structu~s _c and D •. Even when some of the informants 

have .. so·ugnt to explain c and :p, their explanations 

greatly vary. 

(vi) None has -had recourse to the s~le past + before + past 

Eerfective or the past pertective + before + gast perfec

tive ·structure in signalling the non-factuality or non--
occurrence o.f any o-f the events iecounted in the domain 

of past._ What is more, ·almost· all the responses do not 

even use the past perfective in th.;i.s regard. A· :strong 

propensity towards paraphrase (i. ·e. other structural· 

means) is seen in them. 

(vii) That. the past perfective is not an easy matter altogether 

to handle so far as teaching is concerned is suggested 

by one of the informants in the following way : "The 

past perfect is an extremely dl'fflcult _ tense to teach 

and a clear distinction must be made between timin2 and 

· tense11 ·(Appendix xxx.IV ). 


